The Abolition of the Burning of Women in England Reconsidered
Soon after seven o'clock on the morning of Wednesday, 25 June 1788, a scene familiar to many Londoners was enacted outside Newgate Prison in the Old Bailey. Three men, one convicted of burglary and the other two of coining, were brought out the Debtors' Door of the prison onto a temporary platform erected for the occasion. Newspaper accounts of what followed passed over in silence (as most at this time usually did) the full details of the next three-quarters of an hour, during which time these men presumably received what spiritual comfort could be afforded them by prayer as the nooses were placed about their necks and their feet positioned above the trapdoor of the scaffold. They were dead before 8 a.m., and if the usual form in such cases was followed on this occasion, their bodies would have been cut down within an hour and the gallows on which they died cleared away soon afterwards 2 .
2 Such execution scenes were not unusual in late eighteenth-century London. England's «bloody code», after all, prescribed the death sentence for more than two hundred distinctly-defined criminal offenses, and it would still be nearly half a century before the law would decisively abandon its insistence upon maintaining the option of executing people convicted of crimes other than murder 3 . In fact, the three men hanged this day constituted a display of relative restraint on the part of officialdom by comparison with the groups of ten-to fifteen-odd convicts at a time who had been executed on individual Newgate hanging days during the 1780s 4 . Indeed the case could be made that the abolition only five years earlier of the Tyburn execution ritual, distinguished in the eyes of many principally for the rowdy disorder it provoked in its otherwise unmoved spectators, signalled the beginnings of a more civilized approach to the way in which the law's ultimate sanction was applied in the nation's capital 5 . Followers of Michel Foucault -who detect a darker exercise of «power» in the enlightenment-era transition from punishments publicly imposed on the criminal's body to those directed at his or her mind and scrupulously hidden away behind prison walls -might see in this adoption of a more rapid and effective execution ritual outside Newgate a particular attempt to inflict more secretive torments on the minds of its inmates 6 .
3
Whatever view one takes of that matter, however, what followed on the particular morning in question seemed to many contemporaries to defy any claims to enlightenment that the English criminal law might entertain. «After the men had been hanging about a quarter of an hour», London's leading daily newspaper reported, a woman named Margaret Sullivan «was brought out, dressed in black, attended by a priest of the Romish persuasion. As soon as she came to the stake she was placed upon the stool, which after some time was taken from under her [and she strangled to death], when the faggots were placed round her, and being set fire to, she was consumed to ashes» 7 . Nor was this the end of the display. Sixty years later, one man recalled happening upon the scene. «Passing in a hackney-coach up the Old Bailey to West Smithfield», he wrote, «I saw the unquenched embers of a fire opposite Newgate; on my alighting I asked the coachman 'What was the fire in the Old Bailey, over which the wheel of your coach passed?' 'Oh, sir,' he replied, 'they have been burning a woman for murdering her husband.'» In the latter particular at least, this aged Victorian witness was in error. Yet it is hard even now, in our post-enlightenment, post-Holocaust age, not to shudder at the idea that the man's carriage may actually have passed through Margaret Sullivan's stillflickering remains. «It is, perhaps, as well to state», he added, «that there were some fifteen to twenty persons standing around the smouldering embers at the time I passed» 8 .
4
This act and its display triggered a furore in London's papers. «Must not mankind laugh at our long speeches against African slavery -and our fine sentiments on Indian cruelties», observed the London Times, «when just in the very eye of the Sovereign we roast a female fellow creature alive, for putting a pennyworth of quicksilver on a half-penny worth of brass. The savage barbarity of the punishment -and the smallness of the offence in the eye of God are contrasts that should merit the consideration of Government» 9 . The
Gentleman's Magazine addressed its objections directly to the prime minister himself, William Pitt, who being «himself a lawyer, 'tis hoped, will not suffer this cruel remain of savage legislation to escape his notice, and continue a disgrace to the enlightened sense of this country» 10 . The permanent abolition of such executions took place, with little fanfare, only two years later (by the 30 Geo. III, c.48), and although many historians have addressed the end of this most spectacular survival of more ancient penal practices, most have largely concurred with the contemporaries quoted here in seeing it as a longoverdue measure in an age characterized by the growth of reason, sentiment and humanity 11 .
5
This article argues that, while it is undoubtedly the case that self-consciously enlightened attitudes towards punishment, as well as increasingly idealized conceptions of womanhood, established the context for the abolition of the burning of women in England, these socio-cultural developments were decisively abetted by practical circumstances and principally advocated by a group of men -the sheriffs of London and Middlesex -whose appearance in the vanguard of reform may come as a surprise. The first part of this paper reviews the evidence that may be invoked to argue for the role of changing social and cultural imperatives, suggesting some of the difficulties (and even contradictions) that emerge from a closer reading of the evidence. The second section argues the centrality of hitherto neglected features of the story: the particular objections of the sheriffs charged with enforcing the criminal law; the unexpected frequency with which the burning of women was enforced in London during the 1780s; and the unanticipated consequences for this particular mode of execution in light of the 1783 decision to abolish the Tyburn hanging procession. In arguing as I do, I seek to follow V.A.C. Gatrell's recent advice that historians should view the causes of penal and legal reform as «multiple, and [that] only rash historians would privilege material, or political, or cultural causes without interrelating all three» 12 .
I 6
There is a broad consensus amongst historians of English and European penal practices that major changes were underway from the late eighteenth century onwards 13 . Whatever value historians might now choose to place upon the different dimensions of «enlightened» attitudes towards punishment, there is an essentially sound case for viewing the abolition of the burning of women as a product of their increasingly rapid growth and diffusion from about 1770 onwards. Until 1790, burning at the stake was prescribed for all women convicted of treason of two varieties. The first, «high treason», in addition to its overt political definitions, could take the form of counterfeiting the gold or silver coin of the realm. (Counterfeiting coin made from copper or other base metals, by comparison, was only a regular capital felony) 14 . The second, «petty treason», was defined in 1350 as consisting of three other acts of rebellion against major, non-royal authorities: a wife's murder of her husband; a servant's murder of his or her master or mistress; and a clergyman's murder of his religious superior 15 . When it came to punishing all these crimes, a critical distinction was observed between the sexes. «The judgment against a woman for high treason is not the same as against a man traitor», observed one legal authority as late as 1777, that is to be hanged, cut down alive, have the bowels taken out, and the body quartered; but she is to be drawn to the place of execution, and there burnt. For the public exhibition of [women's] bodies, and dismembering them, in the same manner as is practised to the men, would be a violation of that natural decency and delicacy inherent, and at all times to be cherished in the sex. And the humanity of the English nation has authorized by a tacit consent, an almost general mitigation of such part of their judgments, as savours of torture and cruelty; a sledge or hurdle being allowed to such traitors as are condemned to be drawn; and there being very few instances (and those accidental and by negligence) of any person being embowelled or burnt, till previously deprived of sensation by strangling 16 . 7 We are faced at the outset, then, with something of a paradox. For while we might easily share one recent historian's conviction that the reform of 1790 came about because «the tensions between the pain customarily delivered upon the criminal woman and the chivalric ideal seem to have reached breaking-point», the issue seems not to have been so clear-cut amongst many contemporaries who regarded the actual practice of burning women already to be a sufficiently chivalrous concession to female delicacy 17 . The same position had been endorsed by no less an authority than William Blackstone, the preeminent jurist of his era, as well as a leading advocate of such other penal reforms as the more restricted use of England's infamous «bloody code» and the wider adoption of imprisonment in place of execution or transportation 18 .«[I]n treasons of every kind», Blackstone famously remarked in 1769, «the punishment of women is the same, and different from that of men. For, as the decency due to the sex forbids the exposing and publicly mangling their bodies, their sentence (which is to the full as terrible to sensation as the other) is to be drawn to the gallows, and there to be burned alive» 19 . 21 . In a similar vein, G.J. Barker-Benfield has linked the rise of a «culture of sensibility» in mid-to late eighteenth-century England with the development of a self-consciously «feminine» turn of mind 22 . That more recent historians have detected a more complex chronology of change and conceptual frameworks surrounding gender ideologies, insisting upon both an earlier development of the domestic ideal as well as a more thoroughly contested role for women in the public as well as the private spheres, may even be beside the point 23 . Blackstone and many others already believed the claims of female decency and delicacy to be answered.
9
Certainly this was the view of Lord Chief Justice Loughborough (again, like Blackstone, a sympathizer with restraint and reform of the «bloody code» in many other respects) in rejecting Wilberforce's 1786 measure 24 . The provision had been quickly attached to another bill in the wake of the burning of Phoebe Harris outside Newgate in June 1786 and the outrage that event had provoked in the public press (on which more momentarily). Loughborough, however, maintained that «he saw no great necessity for the alteration», partly because although the punishment, as spectacle, was rather attended with circumstances of horror, likely to make a more strong impression on the beholders than mere hanging, the effect [on the culprit] was much the same, as in fact, no greater degree of personal pain was sustained, the criminal always being strangled before the flames were suffered to approach the body 25 . 10 This might look like so much hairsplitting to modern readers, so it is important to note here that, in fact, an extraordinarily large number of the expressions of protest registered in contemporary newspapers wrongly expressed a conviction that the women in question had been burned alive. This seems even more to have been the case with the execution of Margaret Sullivan in 1788 than that of Phoebe Harris two years earlier 26 . The idea that a woman could be burned alive, especially prevalent in the reportage of The to have a public feeling for the most beautiful and tender part of the creation, which she at present practices not? (30 June 1788) 27 . Clearly much of this indignant rhetoric can be read as being rooted in the growing reverence for domesticated womanhood that we might expect to see at this time. 11 On the other hand, it is not always clear that the particular ideal of femininity being upheld in these outcries was necessarily new: that they stemmed from that particularly powerful idealization of the female body that is so inseparably associated with Victorian gender ideologies. In yet another passage, The Times thundered against «the torturing barbarity on the body of [an] unhappy female... Shame on [the law], thus to attack the female sex, who by being the weaker body, are more liable to error, and less entitled to severity» (27 June 1788). The notion of the female «body» as being morally weaker and more prone to sin is one of the oldest images in western gender ideologies, one with roots extending far back to the origins of Judao-Christian culture 28 . Why should it have carried more weight as a rationale for mitigating the letter of the law for women during the late eighteenth century than at any time previously? How much less might it have carried if it had been more widely understood that the women were not in fact burned alive? 12 In any case, what appears to have aroused almost as many objections was the more simple fact that men who had been similarly convicted of treasonous coining had long since ceased to be subjected to the full physical agonies and indignities prescribed by law, and for which strangling and burning were supposedly a «merciful» alternative. Thus, while Isabella Condon was drawn to Tyburn on a sledge and burnt at the stake in October 1779 for coining, her husband Thomas, when convicted on a similar charge only three years later, was also dragged there on a sledge but only hanged 29 . And with the abolition of the traditional procession of the condemned to Tyburn after November 1783, male coiners could no longer be subjected even to the indignity of being drawn on a sledge to the site of execution. The issue for some, then, was not so much (or even) the indignity imposed on the female form, but rather the manifest gender inequality in the character of the punishment for the same crime. Thus, six months after Isabella Condon's execution, one debating club proposed the resolution, «Is there not cruelty in the law, that punished a woman with burning, for the same crime which a man is only hanged for?» 30 The Times (and other papers) took up the theme after Phoebe Harris's execution in June 1786:
The execution of a woman for coining on Wednesday morning, reflects a scandal upon the law... and was not only inhuman, but shamefully indelicate and shocking. Why should the law in this species of offence inflict a severer punishment upon a woman, than a man. It is not an offence which she can perpetrate alone -in every such case the insistence of a man has been found the operating motive upon the woman; yet the man is but hanged, and the woman burned For some critical observers, it need not have been so much that women in particular should not be treated so horribly as men, rather only that they should be treated no more so. 13 Whatever its substantive basis, the concentrated outrage that greeted the executions of Harris and Sullivan seems to have had an impact on officials. The horror expressed on the former occasion perhaps inspired the judges to read the law so as to enable Henrietta Radbourne, convicted of murdering her mistress the year after, to be hanged for murder rather than burned for petty treason 32 . Another London woman convicted of coining in April 1788, Catherine Heyland, was to be executed barely a month after Sullivan, but her punishment was ultimately commuted to transportation for life. Evidence produced after the trial had suggested that Heyland was in fact guilty only of uttering false coin (for which the relevant law sanctioned benefit of clergy -that is, a relatively straightforward pardon -on a first conviction) rather than the coining itself. But it is surely significant that, in recommending to the king that mercy be shown her, the Home Secretary also emphasized «the disgust and horror which was lately occasioned by the burning a woman for the crime of coining» (i.e., Sullivan) 33 .
14 On the other hand -and here we come to the heart of the matter -the strangling and burning of Christian Murphy for coining in March 1789 was greeted with deafening silence on the part of London newspapers 34 . Nor did the approaching (and finally averted) execution of Sophia Girton the year after -whose impending fate presumably gave impetus to the abolition of the punishment only a few months later -provoke any comment in the periodical press 35 . In light of the intensity of earlier responses, this might seem largely irrelevant. Yet surely it is odd that, if public outrage was the major explanatory factor at work, there should be so little explicit comment on the matter to be found in a periodical press that had been so fulsome on the issue only a year or two earlier. If mounting public indignation were really the driving force of abolition the year after, why were there no parallel howls of execration on these latter, seemingly definitive occasions? Why were no legislative efforts made to abolish the practice following the executions of 1787 and 1788, as there had been in 1789? 36 15 Part of the answer may be found in the nature of late eighteenth-century newspapers and their consequent limitations as a means of gauging «public opinion».. The daily newspapers of the era were only four pages long, of which nearly half was given over to advertisements. Of the remaining two to two-and-a-half pages allotted to news coverage proper, reportage of the parliamentary debates received pride of place. Consequently, during those nine to ten months of the year that parliament was in session, the space newspapers gave to any other news, much less editorial commentary, was often extremely limited, and thus the extent to which any newspaper might function as a direct means of measuring non-parliamentary sentiments on social issues of the day is markedly limited. In May and June of 1790, for instance, the months during which the burning of women was at last abolished by parliament, the space left over after parliamentary debates was almost entirely filled by accounts of the proceedings of the National Assembly of revolutionary France, the trial of Warren Hastings in the House of Lords, and reports of the escalating tensions between Britain and Spain over Nootka Sound. The picture is made more complicated still by the fact that many papers stole text wholesale from another 37 . Such repetition certainly suggests a shared opinion, but it also tends to obscure finer considerations as to how deeply-held or closely-considered that opinion might have been by the poaching newspaper. Most of the quotations deployed in this article have been taken from The Times, and this is no coincidence, for the leading daily newspaper of the era -the Morning Chronicle -was virtually silent on the issue, while The Times appears to have been the source of text for many other papers of the day 38 .
16 Finally, it should also be noted that other, more popularly-oriented publications suggest the persistence of wholly non-problematic views of the punishment of burning 39 .The executions of Harris and Christian Murphy, as well as the impending but ultimately averted execution of Catherine Heyland, gave rise to broadsheet and chapbook publications, all of which suggest a casual acceptance of the fates of the women and the larger moral message underlying their public immolation. Readers in 1786 were offered to be burnt at the stake for Coining (who must have been a little disappointed by her ultimate escape) appears to have felt more sympathy for his subject («a decent looking woman, in her person rather plain»), though he or she chose to portray Heyland ultimately as a willing, if terrified sacrifice to a justice which was ultimately imitative of God's greater judgment and mercy: 17 And the composer of The Life and Death of Christian Bowman, alias Murphy seemed similarly sympathetic to the extent to which his or her subject had apparently fallen under the pernicious influence of a wicked man, as well as Murphy's last spiritual and physical agonies:
... Virtue, young females, ne'er forsake. The laws of your country do not break. ... Some thousands of persons did appear, As to the stake she then drew near, Think, think, how shocking was her fate, By flames consumed in the street 42 .
The contrast of such sentiments as expressed in these pamphlets with the outrage expressed in newspaper commentary suggests that division between «popular» and «elite» modes of discourse -the former broadly accepting of the punishment it so sensationally evoked, the latter an explicit repudiation of it -which cultural historians have identified throughout late eighteenth-century Europe ever since the pioneering work of Peter Burke 43 . And indeed, the repeated assertions of newspapers that these women were being burned alive, despite the fact that actual accounts of those executions
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Crime, Histoire &amp; Sociétés / Crime, History &amp; Societies, Vol. 9, n°2 | 2009 published in those same paper clearly revealed otherwise, seems to suggest that few of their self-consciously «enlightened» or «sensitive» readers or writers were much to be found at execution days by the 1780s 44 . On the other hand, as more recent historians have cautioned, it seems unlikely that any two such discourses were ever so purely antithetical in the minds of contemporaries in the way that such a categorisation would suggest, just as we know only too well how many members of the elite continued to attend Newgate executions 45 . Norbert Elias has asserted that «It is one of the peculiarities of Western society that, in the course of its development, th [e] contrast between the situation and code of conduct of the upper and lower strata has [in fact] decreased considerably.... [T] he sharp contrasts between the behaviour of different social groups. are steadily diminishing» 46 . So it is by no means certain that we can exclusively link apparently elite or popular attitudes towards the burning of women with particular sectors of the populace simply because one or the other is almost exclusively associated with a particular genre.
18 Part of the solution to the seemingly intractable dilemmas surrounding the precise character(s) and role of opinion might be found in seeking other concrete evidence of changing attitudes regarding the appropriate means of punishing women in the public realm. Just such a measure may be found in the changing patterns of whipping in London during the late eighteenth century. For most of the second half of the eighteenth and much of the first quarter of the nineteenth centuries, the «bills of cravings» submitted by English sheriffs to the central government are preserved in the National Archives (formerly the Public Record Office). As royally-appointed officials, the sheriffs were able to claim from the government a range of fees for tasks carried out during their year in office, including fixed amounts for their trouble in whipping convicted offenders. Systematic review of these records suggests much about the changing character and proportion of public, physical punishments in Hanoverian England, as the sheriffs were obliged to distinguish between the amount claimed for a «common» whipping and that claimed for a whipping «at the cart's tail» along a specified route 47 . These distinctions can be problematic in terms of evaluating the precise extent to which any particular whipping was carried out in a public setting. A «common» whipping might include not only one imposed in private but also (it seems likely) one carried out in the only semipublic setting of a fixed whipping post set in the enclosed yard outside the Sessions House in the Old Bailey. On the other hand, many claims for «public» whippings were made at the same level as those for whipping at the cart's tail, even though many such whippings -especially those carried out on Clerkenwell Green before the new Middlesex Sessions House from 1789 onwards -must have been markedly less «public» in character than a whipping through the streets, in which the punishment (as it were) was brought to the public rather than the public merely invited to attend the punishment 48 . 19 Adjusting as best we can for these difficulties, the data suggest the swift and dramatic emergence of a near-total gender distinction in the application of a punishment whose experience must have been not only personally painful to its object, but humiliating and shameful in the extreme 51 . As late as the 1760s, there was little discernible difference in the frequency with which men and women were whipped in London, either «commonly» or through the streets at the cart's tail. By the end of the following decade, the picture had already changed dramatically. During the 1770s men were now being whipped twice as often as women overall, and no less than nine times as often at the cart's tail. By September 1773, London's leading daily newspaper would approvingly quote one of its correspondents who says he had the pain to see, as he was passing a certain street, an elderly woman severely whipp'd for a small offence, he shuddered at the sight, and with many others could not help execrating so preposterous a punishment on that sex, from whom he derived his being; a punishment which carries in the very face of it, so much indelicacy, inhumanity, and cruelty, as at once disgraces our laws and our nation, as a polite people 52 .
The decline was not entirely constant and consistent; during the severe criminal and penal crisis of the 1780s, whipping levels surged on both sides of the gender divide. Yet even so, the proportional distinction in whipping through the streets widened still further to a fourteen-fold level 53 . Where only twenty years earlier, men and women were equally likely to be seen whipped through the streets of the capital, men were now to be seen three times more often but women only a quarter as much. When Mary Siddon was convicted of non-capital stealing from a shop in June 1783, the presiding judge revealed a particular sensitivity to gender distinctions (at least in their public context) by specifically ordering that she should «be once severely and privately whipped, in the presence of females only», and then imprisoned at hard labour for six months 54 . Only one London woman was whipped at the cart's tail in 1786.
20 By the end of the eighteenth century, gender distinctions in whipping had become fundamental. Men were whipped ten times as often as women under any circumstances during the 1790s, and the whipping of a woman in public -either at the post or at the cart's tail -was almost entirely unknown. By the first decade of the nineteenth century, it had vanished completely, and the corporal whipping of women was altogether abolished in 1820 55 . Individual variations within the overall pattern of decline are again worth noting. In 1793 -the year after Mary Wollstonecroft's Vindication of the Rights of Woman, a direct challenge to the perception of women as principally domestic beings, was published to considerable furore -only two women were whipped in London, both outside the public eye. The year after that, no woman was whipped under any circumstances whatsoever. And in 1795 only one woman was whipped, privately: Bridget Greville, who, despite being a person of some substance, was convicted of stealing goods in a lodging house, a crime which must presumably have been deemed sufficiently egregious to merit unusual severity 56 .
21 So there is convincing corroborative evidence to suggest that evolving gender ideals informed dramatic changes in penal practices. There was also, moreover, a collapse in the placing of London women in the pillory which closely paralleled in timing and scale the decline of their public whipping 57 . Yet there was also one dramatic exception to this seemingly general picture of growing reluctance to subject the female body to public pain and indignity. Henrietta Radbourne may perhaps have been deliberately spared the indignity of burning at the stake in the Old Bailey; she was, however, hanged in a deliberately unusual manner for the time and place. In a procedure which seems to have echoed the old Tyburn ritual, she was rolled out of Newgate into Old Bailey in a cart, stopped between two posts, and hanged from a beam suspended between them. Then, under the terms of the Murder Act of 1752, and like as many as ten other women convicted of murder after her, her nude body was exposed and dissected before «a vast concourse of people» next door at Surgeon's Hall, a proceeding which was not abolished (for men and women alike) until 1832 58 . This seems at best a qualified triumph for the claims of male chivalry. If the definitive emergence of a belief in the superior sanctity of womanhood might generally be supposed to have resulted in some women gaining advantages at the hands of the English penal system in terms of the use of whipping and the pillory, as well as the abolition of burning (in fact, a measure which really only granted equality with men in being hanged), clearly there were still many who believed that female murderers should still be liable to the very worst punishment still prescribed by law.
22 Given all the apparent contradictions of the age regarding the sanctity of the female body, why then, with few or no expressions of either public satisfaction or dismay, was the burning of women definitively abolished in June 1790? A fuller answer can only be found by integrating the larger social and cultural assumptions explored in this first section with the personal and material dimensions of the question: the concerns of those officials physically closest to women condemned to be burned, the changing frequency of the practice, and its specific location in public space.
II 23
Closer scrutiny of the persons most closely involved in ending the burning of women suggests, in the first place, that we must adopt a more complicated perspective on the nature of public opinion and its interaction with officialdom than has generally been the case amongst historians of punishment. Broadly speaking, there have been essentially two views on this issue. The first, who might crudely be labelled «optimists», consist of those who view the emergence of new modes of rationality and/or feeling as the driving forces behind demands for fewer capital offenses and the enhanced use of non-capital punishments, the latter of which were contrived to appeal to the condemned criminal's rational self-interest (by presenting him with a more certain punishment, and therefore one of more effective deterrent value to criminal and public alike) and to an increasingly «civilized», «enlightened» and/or «sensitive» polity. In this scheme of things, officialdom is a resistant force that is finally brought around to new views by either an increasing inability to deny the inefficacy of older penal practices or a genuine conversion to new ones in the face of the seemingly intractable problems of widespread criminality 59 . «Pessimists», in contrast, tend to follow Foucault in viewing the modernization of penal practices wrought by officialdom as -either intentionally or deliberately -a mask for darker, more sinister exercises of power under the superficially «enlightened» guise of less bloody and less public impositions on people convicted of criminal offenses. Such writers tend to view «crime» as itself an inherently problematic phenomenon, one more effectively defined by power differentials than by any intrinsic or widely-acknowledged standards of morality. Punishment therefore tends to be concerned first and foremost with the maintenance and policing of the boundaries of class difference, and officialdom to be both insensitive to the feelings of people outside its own realms of experience and largely unthinking in its responses to the driving imperative for maintaining divisions of power and the existing social order 60 .
24 The abolition of 1790 does not clearly exemplify either version in any unproblematic way. In fact, its leading agitators were to be found in a small but crucially significant sector of officialdom: the sheriffs of London and Middlesex, the two men who were charged with actually carrying out all executions in the metropolis. The 1790 bill, introduced in the Commons only four days before the meeting of king and council that was expected to leave Sophia Girton to be burnt, was presented by Sir Benjamin Hammett, a former sheriff who, as he himself noted, had presided «at the melancholy occasion of seeing the dreadful sentence of the law put in execution» on Margaret Sullivan two years earlier 61 . It was chaired at the committee stage by Sir Watkin Lewes, who had been sheriff in 1772 when Elizabeth Herring was burnt at Tyburn for petty treason 62 . Finally, the concurrent petition for respite of Sophia Girton's execution was supported by yet another «one of the sheriffs» (either Thomas Baker or William Newman) 63 .
25 Most strikingly active of all sheriffs, past or present, was Matthew Bloxam. In office he had made a favorable impression in the press by his dedication to soliciting relief funds and procedural justice for London debtors, as well as relief funds for poor convicts in Newgate 64 . He also gained favour by the courtesies he showed Sullivan in the days and hours leading up to her execution. In Bloxam's care, Sullivan seemed to take on an air more of tragically thwarted domestic womanhood than of a criminal deserving so shocking a fate. She was reported by one paper to have declined a gift of strawberries from Bloxam's wife, «intimating that the few remaining hours of life were too precious to be wasted in gratifying the palate» 65 . Two days later, it was reported that, in light of both Sullivan and her husband being executed the same day, Bloxam had «promised the mother he would take care of, and have [their daughter] properly educated; he has already taken the child, and will, no doubt, fulfill his promise in the utmost extent» 66 . And it was Bloxam who, a month later and in the face of initially strong reluctance on the part 68 . No sheriffs before them had claimed such a charge for such events, and in light of the standing expectation that all sheriffs should attend as a matter of course at all executions of sentences of law, it is difficult to read such an additional charge as anything except an explicit objection to this particular form of it. In short, it would not be too much to say that both the strongest expressions of dismay regarding the burning of women, as well as the most decisive political moves to abolish it, were made by neither statesmen nor by any «public opinion» soliciting their intervention, but rather by the sheriffs who were forced to attend executions as the most intimate of spectators. And perhaps this should not be surprising for, of all men of their status, they would have had both the most immediate and powerful sense of the physical horrors of the sentence and its actual impact on observers 69 . By comparison, as we have already seen, most newspaper correspondents did not usually express even enough knowledge of the event to understand that the woman was not actually burned alive. The sheriffs were familiar with the reality: one which, however mitigated in terms of the woman's personal suffering, was awful enough.
27 Nor were such reservations amongst sheriffs over the most gruesome chores entrusted to their office necessarily a development only of the 1780s. In October 1773 «Timothy Longstaff» wrote in to the Morning Chronicle to refute the criticisms of those who thought the sheriffs of that year negligent in failing to attend the last few executions at Tyburn (the most recent of which, interestingly, had been the burning of Elizabeth Herring for the murder of her husband). Public executions, he wrote, had «of late been one continued scene of riot, indecency, and drunkenness. I think [the sheriffs] cannot be said to have been at all wanting in their duty, and no man of the least feeling can condemn them for avoiding the most shocking scene that it is possible for man to be present at, and I think their non-attendance was a great proof of their humanity and sensibility» 70 . This observation may have been meant as an ironic comment on the sheriffs' lack of fortitude; even so, it clearly admits the existence of understandable feelings of distaste and discomfort at the execution scene. Going back half a century more, to the last known instance of any condemned woman in England actually being burned alive -Catherine Hayes at Tyburn in 1726, for the murder of her husband -it is interesting to note that the executioner hired by the sheriffs to carry out the job failed to strangle her before the flames could reach her. In fact, her terrible death had been deliberately ordered by the secretary of state himself. «[T]he murder of John Hays», the Duke of Newcastle ordered the sheriffs, «appears to be aggravated by such Circumstances of Wickedness & Barbarity, that in order to deter others from Offences of so heynous a Nature, it is His Majesty's Pleasure that the Sentence past upon Margaret [i.e., Catherine] Hays be put in execution with the utmost rigour, and in its full extent...» 71 . In that case, the executioner's «failure» to strangle her must have the consequence of compassion exerted too late.
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Crime, Histoire &amp; Sociétés / Crime, History &amp; Societies, Vol. 9, n°2 | 2009 28 Clearly then qualms regarding the burning of women, at least in its «utmost rigour» and «full extent», need not be viewed solely as a product of any cultural superiority we might be inclined to ascribe solely to the presiding officials of the late, as opposed to the early, eighteenth century. At the same time, it may well be the case that the reservations of the sheriffs grew only the stronger as efforts to reduce the structured indiscipline of Tyburn from the 1730s onwards took hold 72 . As the distance between the condemned -and with them the presiding officials -and the crowd was widened in an effort to maximize the disciplinary effect of the execution ritual, so it must have been that those officials felt increasingly alone with, and less immune to, the physical and emotional sufferings of the former than they would have done in the midst of a more closely admitted, actively participatory crowd. We could even go so far as to speculate that the «festive» or «carnivalesque» temper of the early eighteenth-century Tyburn procession served (albeit, perhaps, unintentionally) to mask deeper disquiets on the part of all participants, just as the liquor served the condemned until the 1730s was meant to fortify them for their coming ordeal.
29 So neither sensitivity to the suffering condemned nor the particular responsiveness to it of presiding officials need necessarily be read as uniquely characteristic of the late eighteenth century, though it may well be that new cultural discourses were giving greater public legitimacy to such feelings by that time 73 . This is not to reject a role for changing cultural values regarding femininity and punishment: indeed, that only three such executions in the late 1780s could have the decisive impact they did speaks volumes for some kind of basic transformation in official and/or elite public sensibilities over the longer term, considering that far greater numbers of women had been burned at the stake in London only a century beforehand. Narcissus Luttrell's Brief Relation of life in London during the last two decades of the seventeenth century records no less than twelve (and perhaps as many as eighteen) such executions of women -all of them for coining -between 1683 and 1705, three of them on a single occasion in April 1687 74 . It is unclear from Luttrell how many of these women may have been afforded the mercy of being strangled prior to their immolation. Two women, burned in Smithfield on separate occasions in 1662 for having murdered their husbands, appear to have been denied that relative kindness 75 . A third, burnt as recently as 1678 for coining, was similarly left to die in the flames, «giving two or three lamentable Shrieks, [before] she was deprived both of Voice and Life, and so burnt to Ashes according to the Sentence» 76 . It seems only to have been from the early 1690s that executioners regularly enabled the condemned to strangle either before the fire was set or before the flames could reach her 77 . Small wonder, perhaps, that ten other Londoners condemned for coining at the end of 1696 refused to leave their prison cells on the morning of their execution «till such tyme as the Jaylor threatened to shoot them» 78 . Perhaps the practice of strangulation had been inspired precisely by the sheer proliferation of such burnings alive during the Restoration era and a growing disgust they may have aroused 79 . It appears to have been sufficiently common by the mid-1720s that the secretary of state felt obliged to explicitly order its being omitted in the case of Catherine Hayes 80 . So relatively recent a shift might also explain why such later, liberal-minded observers as Blackstone and Loughborough could so contentedly view such strangulation as a mercy to the weaker sex. The role of the sheriffs, then, suggests that, in thinking about the abolition of 1790, our explanations must be found, not so much in an authentic change in sensibilities, as in the changing physical organization of the execution scene over the long eighteenth century, changes
Crime, Histoire &amp; Sociétés / Crime, History &amp; Societies, Vol. 9, n°2 | 2009 which made it more and more difficult for those officials in particular to mask or deny their responses to the sufferings of the condemned.
30 A second material element must also be considered: the critical rise in the frequency with which women were burnt at the stake in London during the 1780s. Here we return to Loughborough's denial of the need for reform in 1786. In addition to the strangling which rendered the condemned insensible of any pain in burning, the Lord Chief Justice secondarily observed that «this sentence... was rarely inflicted,... so that burning for coining was not inflicted above once in half a century» 81 . Setting aside Loughborough's evident confusion on the matter (in fact, as the Appendix indicates, three women had been burnt for coining in London alone since 1750), the key factor here is how quickly and completely this confident prediction was refuted by subsequent experience. In fact, two more London women would be burned for coining within the next four years, two others would be condemned but ultimately spared it, and yet another would risk being burnt for murdering her mistress. Clearly, if infrequency of display (and hence, some would argue, the effectiveness of the deterrent) could constitute a case for preserving the option of burning women, the experience of the next few years wholly undermined Loughborough's position. Moreover, the particular severity of burning as a punishment for women may well have seemed the more striking in light of the relative infrequency with which women were ever executed at the Old Bailey for crimes other than murder 82 .
31 Consideration of the rapidly increasing frequency of such executions in London must therefore have tended dramatically to highlight the growing qualms in some sectors of opinion regarding the practice. In retrospect, it is remarkable that the strangling and burning of only three women within three years had the impact it did, given how many women more women a century earlier were being burned to death before strangulation was added to the practice 83 . The abolition of burning altogether, so easily shunted aside in 1786, was fully conceded no later than May 1790, when -despite having no legal obligation to do so -the Home Secretary recommended that Girton's execution be delayed until after the new bill had been enacted 84 . That this change came about so swiftly and irresistibly must principally be attributed to the widespread disgust it aroused, not in the public at large (now largely, as we have seen in our survey of newspapers, silent on the matter), but rather in the principal officials charged with carrying it out and in light of the far greater frequency with which the need to carry out such executions was arising. No sheriffs appear to have spoken for William Wilberforce's measure in 1786; when Hammett and several others led the charge four years later, the motion to introduce the bill was adopted unanimously by the Commons 85 . It was one thing for an MP, even one as well-connected with government as Wilberforce, to propose such a reform 86 . When the very men charged with putting it in force spoke, there could be little else to be said on the matter.
32 That said, there had also been a third change in the material circumstances surrounding the burning of women, one that is clearly important in helping to explain the particularly striking and rapid impact of the executions of Harris, Sullivan and Murphy: the abolition after November 1783 of Tyburn executions in favour of a more closely-staged hanging ritual immediately outside Newgate prison. This fundamental shift in the locale and the conduct of London executions was clearly intended to render the hanging of convicted felons more psychologically imposing than the procedure at Tyburn seemed to be by that time 87 . When it came to burning women convicted of treason, however, the change of venue posed a new and insurmountable problem, one which the detailed account of Margaret Sullivan's execution with which this article began ought all too vividly to convey. Burning at the stake simply was not susceptible of the kind of brief, shocking interposition on the normal urban setting which Newgate executions were clearly intended to achieve as part of their deterrent effect. The corpses of the hanged and the scaffolding on which they met their ends were routinely cut down and packed away within an hour or two, and with them must presumably have gone many of the reservations which increasingly sensitive onlookers might entertain regarding the morality of the punishment. But the prolonged strangulation of a woman, the time it took to reduce her body to ashes, and the physical scorching left in the wake of the process (not to mention the odour) -so much more powerfully redolent of both the pains of death and the doubts which such penal practices might arouse amongst more tender sensibilities -lingered far longer in the urban physical environment. 33 So it was that the burning of Phoebe Harris in May 1786 -the first such execution in the respectable, business-oriented neighbourhood of Newgate and the Old Bailey, rather than the semi-rural city boundary of Tyburn -attracted protest even a week before it took place, when The Times reported that «The inhabitants of the Old Bailey have sent a petition to the Lord Mayor, intreating that the unfortunate woman condemned to be burnt for coining may not suffer the sentence of the law opposite the debtors door at Newgate». That the neighbourhood's objections were not so much (or at all) with regard to the punishment itself, but rather simply its location, was confirmed by the same paper a month later: «When remission of burning was refused, the scene of inhumanity should have been changed; the consequences have been serious; several persons in the neighbourhood of Newgate lying ill, have been severely affected by the smoke which issued from the body of the unhappy female victim» 88 . The «great nuisance» of burnings «to the neighbours» was again invoked by The Times in response to Sullivan's execution two years later 89 . And finally, it was in the face of another written objection from the local parishioners regarding «the great inconvenience and disorder which arise from the execution of the sentence of burning women... almost in the centre of the town», added to the opposition of one the sheriffs himself, that Sophia Girton's impending execution was repeatedly delayed until after the repealing law of June 1790 could be passed 90 . Thus, the burning of women only became definitively intolerable in the light of its now fully urbanized and inescapably public setting, as also by its unanticipated frequency and the particularly intense distaste it now aroused amongst those officials charged with carrying it out.
III 34
The aim of this paper has been to suggest, using a singular but powerfully evocative legal reform, that a comprehensive account of penal reforms requires close attention to both macro-as well as microscopic levels of analysis. Once we descend from the relative heights of larger social and cultural explanations for events to the level of specific actors and circumstances, things may not appear to be as simple as we might think. New discourses regarding appropriate gender norms may well have been gaining ground by the late eighteenth century, but the balance of evidence for their «force» in the abolition of the burning of women was by no means uniformly felt or unproblematically realized. It was critically abetted by material circumstances that were unique to the British metropolis, specifically the combination of a wholly unexpected (though by no means wholly unprecedented) rise during the 1780s in the number of convictions of women for high treason in the form of coining, with the removal of executions from the periphery of the metropolis to its urban heart 91 . The recognition of new gender norms in penal practice was also critically abetted by a particular body of individuals: the sheriffs of London and Middlesex, not all of whom may have shared these new beliefs about how the greater tenderness of the female sex ought properly to be respected, but who were in any case much closer to the final scene than were those opponents of abolition -including men who advocated reform in other capital contexts -and thus less able comfortably to set aside the contradictory sensations which it aroused in (some of) them. We may in any case question how «chivalrous» that new culture was which soon seems to have forbade the public burning, or whipping, or pillorying, of women, but nonetheless still sanctioned the public dissection of their bodies when convicted of murder. Nor for that matter need we accord primacy of place to the role of other forces, like changing economic practices, urbanization and the consequent emergence within London of modernizing «spaces», outside of their highly particularized location in a constellation of actors and forces 92 . The same residents of the Old Bailey and its parish who contributed so forcefully to the abolition of the burning of women had also petitioned against the removal there of executions in 1783 and, four decades later, would protest their continuing presence, with no apparent impact on either occasion, or any other of which we may lack record 93 . Where officialdom continued to believe the interposition of a dismaying public spectacle to be efficacious, they were more than willing to override the vociferous protests of urban inhabitants.
35 To conclude, then, the role of changing socio-cultural norms as forces in historical change must be neither denied nor undervalued, but we must distinguish these larger forces from more specific contexts and actors in explaining not only the nature of change but also its precise timing. A similar case regarding the interaction of social and cultural changes with circumstances could also be made (as I hope to do in the near future) regarding the declining use of capital punishment overall 94 . If changing sensibilities with regard to women and their bodies were all that counted in explaining the matter at hand, we must be somewhat puzzled as to how the abolition of the burning of women could be so easily rebuffed in 1786, largely ignored (apparently) for four more years, then finally unanimously endorsed by all members of the House of Commons. Such new attitudes may have been a necessary condition, but the unexpected degree of repetition in the display itself and its recently revised physical context were equally if not more crucial to the final decision. What, finally, I am arguing for -and what I have tried to provide an example of here -is a more complex and deeply-contextualized approach to the writing of penal history, one in which there is a closer attention to the respective roles and interactions between social and cultural developments on the one hand, with legal and administrative actors and imperatives on the other. 
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ABSTRACTS
In June 1790 the British parliament abolished one of the most striking and horrific modes of capital punishment still practised in England, the burning at the stake of women convicted of treason. Previous accounts of this change have generally regarded it as a long overdue measure in a society that was increasingly characterized by enlightened, civilized values, to say nothing of a growing idealization of women. This paper argues that the explanation is more complicated and ambiguous. Although changing social and cultural factors were vital, a full explanation requires close attention to the particular people and the material circumstances involved.
En juin 1790, le parlement britannique abolit l'une des modalités de la peine capitale parmi les plus frappantes et horribles de celles encore pratiquées en Angleterre : la condamnation au bûcher des femmes accusées de trahison. Les analyses antérieures de ce changement l'ont généralement considérée comme une mesure depuis longtemps obsolète, dans une société qui se caractérisait de plus en plus par les valeurs civilisées des Lumières, sans même parler de l'idéalisation croissante de la femme. Cet article présente une explication plus complexe et plus 
